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As agencies throughout the region begin to incorporate the iGel supraglottic airway into their equipment,
there is one aspect of use that warrants additional emphasis.
Supraglottic airways are not all built the same. The iGel is designed to have the distal tip of the device
wedge up against the upper esophageal opening. This becomes important when we think about securing
these devices. Unlike an ETT which we do not want to move in or out of the airway, migration of an iGel
is only concerning if the device migrates up and out of the airway.
Knowing that, we should not be securing iGels at the level of the lips. The iGel should be secured a few
centimeters above the lips to provide consistent downward (towards the posterior airway) pressure. The
attached photos display the correct, and incorrect ways to secure the iGel device.
■

Commercial Strap: Comes in the iGel Resuscitation Pack, not necessarily packaged with all
iGels. The location of the strap is high, creating downward (posterior airway) pressure to hold the
device in place.

■

Correct Tape Placement: Tape application is high, creating a small amount of downward
(posterior airway) pressure, and is secured to the patient’s cheeks and not the lips. Standard silk
tape should be fine.

■

Incorrect Tape Placement: Tape is low on the iGel, pulling it only to the lips and therefore not
creating any downward pressure.

There is also a new version of the commercially available Thomas Tube Holder that are built with a wider
opening to accommodate supraglottic devices. Although they will hold a dry iGel at a correct depth, they
do not allow for the consistent downward pressure discussed. The iGels are also prone to sliding out of
that commercial device when it gets wet.
Should your agency be using the iGel, please post and distribute the attached reference sheet to your
providers so they can appreciate the differences encountered to properly secure the device.
With questions, do not hesitate to contact the Division of Prehospital Medicine at the MLREMS Program
Agency.
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Securing the iGEL Supraglottic Airway Device
CORRECT USE OF COMMERCIAL DEVICE

Force is applied from above
the lips and in the direction
of the posterior airway

CORRECT USE OF TAPE

Force is applied from above
the lips and in the direction
of the posterior airway

INCORRECT USE OF TAPE

No posterior force can be
applied with the tape at the
level of on the lips

